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Foreword

Datacenter (DC) energy consumption is significant

In 2006, it was 1.5% of all US energy consumption, 

projected at that point to double by 2011 [USEPA07b] 

DC per-server power consumption cost over lifetime now is 

typically higher than server purchase cost [BELA07]
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Foreword

Talk envisions a future point in cloud computing

Describes idealized functionality not limited to that 

available in currently shipping products

Assumes solutions to cloud computing adoption 

challenges (e.g., security)
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Cloud Computing [NIST09]

Definition: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service provider interaction.”
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Cloud Computing [NIST09]
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Focus on Cloud IaaS

Talk focusses on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model

Lowest service level on which other levels may be built

IaaS is often based on DC virtualization
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DC Virtualization for IaaS

IaaS needs a standard framework for running diverse workloads;

Virtual machine (VM) application & OS encapsulation provides this

IaaS needs method for resource pooling for flexible multi-tenancy; 

VM Consolidation on fewer physical hosts than native enables this

IaaS needs to supply measured service and rapid elasticity; 

Virtualization Resource Management (RM) supports this
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Outline

How cloud computing can reduce DC power consumption

How DC virtualization (basis for IaaS) can save power

How cloud model can increase that power savings

Then brief counter-arguments

How cloud computing can increase DC power consumption
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VM Consolidation Saves Power

Volume physical hosts often 5-15% utilized [USEPA07a], 

while consuming 60-90% of their peak power [BODIK06]

Power savings varies; est. 80% in [VMWARE08]; YMMV

Utilities rebates for virtualization reducing power & hosts, 

e.g., PG&E pays $200/host removed, est. $300/host direct 

savings/year (~2x if cooling included) [PGE09]
9
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Consolidation depends on effective DC Virtualization RM

Uses resources efficiently to achieve high overall throughput 

Allocates VM resources as per specified quality of service (QoS)

Avoids undesirable cross-workload performance impact, e.g., 

Noisy neighbor issues in the cloud [NOISY10]

Virtualization RM for IaaS
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Virtualization RM for IaaS
Elements of effective DC virtualization RM

Dynamic work-conserving allocation, not static partitioning

Rich resource control set, e.g., reservations, shares, limits, 

across all resources: CPU, memory, storage, network

Hypervisor w/RM and isolation [e.g., VMware ESX]

RM supported across cluster of hosts [e.g., VMware 

DRS]Using live migration btw hosts [e.g., VMware VMotion]
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Cloud Adds Power Savings

For private dedicated DCs already using DC virtualization,

can the cloud model further increase power savings?

Yes, because cloud computing model tends to foster:

Increased opportunities for VM consolidation

Increased incentive to reduce operating expenses (OpEx)
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Cloud VM Consolidation
Cloud provides aggregation point for workloads that would 

otherwise be run in separate DCs

More pooling of workloads means more opportunity for:

Statistical multiplexing of demand via VM consolidation

Better exploitation of wider (cores) hosts, which tend to be 

more power-efficient than narrower ones [BARR05]
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Dedicated DC Incentives

Administrators of a private dedicated (non-cloud) DC often:

are not held accountable for power consumption OpEx

are held accountable for high resource availability

Hence, low incentive to reduce power use and significant 

incentive to over-provision for peak (or even freak) usage
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Dedicated DC Incentives

Users of a private dedicated (non-cloud) DC often:

feel entitled to use(waste) resources based on their capital 

expenditures (CapEx); “all X hosts are belong to us” :-)

are not “billed” for resources their VMs consume

Hence, low incentive to reduce VM resource consumption, 

in steady state or at peak
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Cloud Provider Incentives

Cloud provider wants low OpEx, for efficient resource pooling:

High utilization of powered-on computer resources

Low cost for computer resources kept as spare for peak demand

Cloud provider wants low CapEx, limit DC maximum capacity

Lead cloud provider to more aggressive methods to reduce OpEx 

and CapEx than those typical of dedicated DC administrator
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Provider Reducing OpEx

Power off hosts when demand low and back up when demand 

increases [e.g., VMware DRS w/DPM enabled]

Choose less efficient hosts to turn off, power-manage those on 

Can save significant power, [DPM08] shows 55%; YMMV

For cyclical steep demand increase ("8am"): use demand 

prediction & proactive RM; for unpredictable increase 

("slashdot"): use trend to spark proactive RM, reduce SLA
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Provider Reducing OpEx

Discount off-peak usage to promote use of more efficient hosts

Also reduces CapEx needed to handle maximum peak 

For multisite cloud providers, “Follow the moon”, i.e., move 

workloads to site providing cheapest power (storage VMotion)
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Cloud User Incentives
Cloud user wants low OpEx, basis to trade CapEx for OpEx:

Resource pooling removes CapEx resource entitlement

Measured service model highlights OpEx costs

Rapid elasticity avoids OpEx for peak usage until needed

Leads cloud user to more aggressive methods to reduce 

OpEx than those typical of dedicated DC user
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User Reducing OpEx

Characterize computing resources needed for application workload 

to set appropriate cloud computing QoS SLA

Incorporate resource usage information in evaluating workload 

ROI & cloud provider choice

Determine response to workload demand changes, e.g., 

deployment specification in VMware vApp [SPRING09]

Run non-time-critical workloads at off-peak times
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User Reducing OpEx

Reduce resource usage of application workload

Right-size VM [e.g.: match number vCPUs to workload 

parallelism, choose appropriate memory size]

Strip VM of unnecessary processes and services

Reduce usage when workload light/idle, e.g.: use tick-less OS, 

enable guest ACPI S1 sleep
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Summary

Cloud model can reduce DC power consumption by:

Workload consolidation via DC virtualization

Increased in cloud via statistical multiplexing

Incentives leading to aggressively lowering OpEx

Also improves sustainability by reducing host count
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Counter-Arguments

How cloud model can increase DC power consumption

By facilitating execution of large workloads w/o CapEx, 

actual number of large DC workloads may grow

By increasing DC workloads’ network accessibility, remote 

devices may proliferate, increasing aggregate power use

Cloud customers may expect higher SLAs from Cloud 

providers than they expect from their own dedicated DCs
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